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Requirement:
This slide must include only your paper title and Paper ID as in the MobiCom 2010 paper submission site and nothing else. (Please do not use the Slides ID from the slides submission site.) Do not add author names.
Suggested title: Problem Statement

• **Requirement:** All fonts must be **20pt or larger**.
• **Requirement:** You can include one or more figures but **no animation**.

• **Suggestions:**
  • Use this slide to describe the problem your paper is addressing, why it is important, etc.
  • You can use this slide to talk about related work if this helps explaining the problem.
Suggested title: Solution Idea

• **Requirement**: All fonts must be **20pt or larger**.
  
• **Requirement**: You can include one or more figures but **no animation**.

• **Suggestions**:
  
• You can use this slide to describe the main solution idea(s).
  – We recommend that you focus on **the main idea(s) and ignore the details**.
Suggested title: Main Contributions

- **Requirement**: All fonts must be **20pt or larger**.
- **Requirement**: You can include one or more figures but no animation.

- **Suggestions**:
  - You can format each contribution as a bullet-point.
  - We recommend that you **include upto 3 contributions** (i.e., 3 bullet-points). Your work may have more contributions but focusing on at most three most important ideas can be helpful for reviewers to understand the biggest contributions. Also, it is perfectly fine to have one single contribution (i.e., one bullet-point).